abstract: Proto-indo-european (Pie) nominal agreement is typologically unusual when compared to systems of nominal agreement in other language families of eurasia. gender agreement in Pie was virtually limited to NPs and closely associated with case and number agreement, and there is evidence showing that this system is of recent origin. it is argued that a number of uninflected forms of adjectives and pronouns in early ie dialects, as well as certain types of relative clauses, may have been inherited from the period when these word classes did not agree with the head nouns within the NP.
gender and Nominal agreement
the remarkable cross-linguistic stability of gender has been noted by Johanna Nichols (1992, 1995, 2003) . in eurasia, there are several language families that are consistently genderless (e.g. the Sino-tibetan,1 miaoyao, tai-Kadai languages in Se asia, the turkic, tungusic, and mongolian languages, Kartvelian, Uralic, and chukchi-Kamchadal languages, as well as the isolates such as ainu, Japanese, Nivkh and Basque). on the other hand, there are language families in which the overwhelming majority of languages has gender, such as afroasiatic, dravidian, Ne caucasian, as well as the nearly extinct yeniseian family in Siberia and the isolate Burushaski in Pakistan. it is fair to say that gender, as a category, characterizes whole language families rather than individual languages. map 1 (adapted from matasović 2004) shows the rough distribution of language families with and without gender in eurasia, including some extinct languages for which data are available (etruscan, Sumerian, elamite, hattic, and hurrian). 
